
Marius Petre
(M, 22, Romania, Medgidia, not married)
Birth date: 20-04-1988
Address: poporului nr1t bl 30 Momentan stau in chirie
in orasul constanta in zona trocadero.
Phone: 0241822331
Mobile phone: 0752854342
Email: petremarius1988@yahoo.com

OBJECTIVE
Targeted job:
- Full Time
Activity domain: Acquisitions/Supplies, IT Hardware, Software/Technologies
Desired job locations: Medgidia
Availability for residence changing: in the country and abroad
Availability for business travels: more than 50% from my working time
Targeted job:
- Full Time
Activity domain: Software/Technologies, IT Hardware, Acquisitions/Supplies
Desired job locations: Medgidia, Constanta, BUCURESTI
Availability for residence changing: in the country and abroad
Availability for business travels: more than 50% of my working time

EXPERIENCE
Experience by domains:
Sales - 1 year
Construction/Decorations - less than one year
Insurances - 2 years
Acquisitions/Supplies - 2 years
Management: Yes

Occupied job: Agent Distributor of envelopes and packages on scooter parcel
Agent (manipulative)
Period: 2009-08  present
Company and location: SC. Posta Atlassib Curier Rapid SRL. Constanta (No.
employees: 500-1000)
Domain: Sales, Acquisitions/Supplies
Job description:
Agent parcel (handler): Management and store management, management packages
and envelopes in storage reception goods (packages + envelopes), order management
and dispatch to customers, inventory packages + envelope, advising customers to
receive packages and envelopes.
Agent Distributor: Delivering Value envelopes, or not, and packages in an emergency
or normal in Constanta, acquisition of parcels and envelopes for shipping to customers
by country or Europe.

Occupied job: Agent insurer
Period: 2009-02  present
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Company and location: OMNIASIG (No. employees: 500-1000)
Domain: Insurances
Job description:
Agent insurer, Life insurance, hull and RCA

Occupied job: Storage manager
Period: 2008-06  2008-10
Company and location: Sc Rezkozan Srl (No. employees: 25-50)
Domain: Acquisitions/Supplies
Job description:
Responsibilities: management and warehouse management, receiving merchandise,
manage orders and send them to clients, mapping products, advising customers to
purchase products

Occupied job: Storage manager
Period: 2007-06  2007-09
Company and location: SC SVAT Services SRL Italia, Verona (No. employees: 50-100)
Domain: Acquisitions/Supplies
Job description:
Responsibilities: management and warehouse management, receiving merchandise,
manage orders and send them to clients, mapping products, advising customers to
purchase products

Occupied job: Furniture assembler
Period: 2007-01  2007-06
Company and location: SC Mobfin `98 SRL medgidia (No. employees: 25-50)
Domain: Construction/Decorations
Job description:
Responsibilities: Sale and installation of furniture, warehouse management, shipping
products to customers, assembling products at the doorstep

EDUCATION
University (graduate)
University "OVIDIUS" Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences (2007 - 2010),
Constanta
Major: Psychology

SKILLS
Foreign languages:
English - Advanced;   Spanish - Advanced;   Italian - Medium;   French - Beginner;   
Driving license: No
Skills:
PC Skills:
- AutoCAD (Beginner)
- Adobe Photoshop (Beginner)
- Base knowledge of TCP/IP (OSI) networking model
- Hardware (configuration, service, PC upgrades, peripherals)
- Software (Advanced)
- MS Windows Operating Systems (Advanced)
- Microsoft Office (Medium)
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Other activities
Projects
- Former member of the theater "USA" (The Door) "Casa de Cultura Ioan N. Roman"
Medgidia. Participated in various theater festivals in the country. Member for 1 year. 
- Guitar courses organized by "Casa de Cultura Ioan N. Roman", Medgidia. 
- Acting courses organized by "Casa de Cultura Ioan N. Roman", Medgidia

PRE-INTERVIEW
What motivates you to do your best at work?
Desire and power to continuously study and interest in my work and the interest of the
society in which i am, capacity adapting to different types of work or services.

What is your ideal job?
Editor, professional organizer, private investigator, manager.

What is your greatest achievement, so far?
That graduated the college that I wanted it, And have my own car, my own house and
the Will for a better job

How would your former boss describe you?
A good employee

How would you describe yourself? (3 qualities, 3 flaws)
Defects: talkative, restless, handwriting not so understandable qualities adaptable,
positive attitude, skill fast

How do you see yourself in 5 years?
A good employee in a company with prestige.
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